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CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON THE DRAF1 AERIAL
COLLISIONS CONVENTION - PARIS 1961
Meetings of the Subcommittee
1. The Subcommittee on Aerial Collisions established by the Legal Committee at its Thirteenth Session (September 1960) met in Paris from 14 to
24 March 1961 and held fifteen meetings.
1.1 It was composed as follows:
Members'
Mr. J. A. Ustarroz (Argentina)
Mr. S. Iuul (Denmark)
Mr. A. Garnault (France)
Miss R. Bosquet (France)
Mr. G. Rinck (Germany)
Mr. G. Schmidt-Riintsch (Germany)
Mr. M. Yazawa (Japan)
Mr. A. Francoz Rigalt (Mexico)
Mr. J. H. Beekhuis (Netherlands)
Mr. J. B. Diaz (Philippines), Vice-Chairman of the Legal Committee
Mr. C. G6mez Jara (Spain)
Mr. K. J. E. Sidenbladh (Sweden), Chairman of the Legal Committee
Mr. W. Guldimann (Switzerland)
Mr. W. Beckett (United Kingdom)
Mr. R. P. Boyle (United States of America)
Miss H. A. Colclaser (United States of America)
Observers
Non-ContractingState represented
Mr. A. Borissenko (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
Mr. I. Koudriavtsev (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
InternationalOrganizations represented
Mr. M. Smirnoff (ICC)
Mr. R. Hantisse (IFALPA)
Mr. D. H. F. Graves (IUAI)
1 Mr. J. B. Berezowski (Polish People's Republic), Vice-Chairman of the Legal
Committee was not present.
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1.2 Chairman: Mr. W. Guldimann was elected Chairman of the Subcommittee.
Terms of Reference
2. At its Thirteenth Session (September 1960), the Legal Committee
"decided to request the Subcommittee on Aerial Collisions to continue its
work, with certain changes in membership, and to prepare a draft convention for submission to the Fourteenth Session of the Committee taking into
account discussions which had taken place, and decisions reached, during
the Thirteenth Session."
Documents
3. Documentation before the Subcommittee included the following:
-Report of the Subcommittee on Aerial Collisions including the Draft
Convention (Paris 1960) and a Secretariat draft embodying decisions
taken by the Legal Committee at its Thirteenth Session;
-Comments of States and International Organizations on the Paris
Draft, 1960;
-Draft Minutes of Meetings 18-20 and 22-23 of the Thirteenth Session
of the Legal Committee, (September 1960) ;
(Note: Discussion of the subject of aerial collisions took place during
these meetings.)
-Report on Aerial Collisions attached to the Summary of the Work of
the Legal Committee during its Thirteenth Session (September 1960)
-Doc. 8101, LC/145;
-Money of Account in Case of Iamages resulting from CollisionsResolution of International Law Association, Hamburg, 1960;
-Questionnaires prepared by the Chairman of the Subcommittee.
MAIN DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE

4. At the outset, the Subcommittee noted that the Legal Committee, during
its Thirteenth Session (September 1960), had discussed and had taken
decisions on certain main principles. Accordingly, the Subcommittee considered itself bound by the following principles:
(a) the Convention on Aerial Collisions should not include:
(i) provisions regulating the liability of air traffic control agencies;
(ii) nor provisions for direct actions being brought in respect of
damage on the surface;
(b) as to the basis of liability:
(i) the operator should be subject to the Warsaw system of the
reversal of the burden of proof in respect of damage to passengers and goods on the other aircraft, but the operator may
exonerate himself by proving that he and his servants or agents
had taken all necessary measures to avoid the damage or that
it had been impossible for him or them to take such measures;
(ii) in respect of other damage, the operator's liability would be
based on fault;
(c) there would be no overall limitation of liability;
(d) the Hague limits in respect of passengers and consignors should be
the basis for the preparation of a draft convention;
(e) there would be no cumulation of amounts recoverable.
4.1 The Subcommittee having noted that the Legal Committee at its Thirteenth Session had not considered a substantial number of comments filed
with respect to the Paris Draft of 1960, decided that, in preparing a new
draft convention, it should, to the extent possible, take these comments into
account.
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5. The Subcommittee, having studied the subject of aerial collisions in
the light of the foregoing, reached, apart from questions of drafting, the
following conclusions:
(1) The objective of the proposed Convention should continue, as in past
drafts, to be the regulation of liability of operators of aircraft with
respect to damage resulting from collisions or interference between
aircraft in flight.
(2) Such liability will have a dual basis:
(a) The operator shall be liable upon proof that the collision or
interference was caused by his fault or that of his servants or
agents acting within the scope of their employment.
(b) There will be a presumption of liability of the operator of each
aircraft involved in a collision or interference in the case of
damage due to:
(i) death, injury or delay caused to a person on board another
such aircraft, and
(ii) loss, damage or delay caused to property on another such
aircraft, except property belonging to the operator of the
latter aircraft;
however, the operator concerned can exonerate himself from
liability if he proves that he and his servants or agents have
taken all necessary measures to avoid the damage or that it
was impossible for him or them to take such measures.
(8) The claims governed by the Convention would be in respect of damage caused to one of the aircraft or persons or property thereon by
another aircraft as well as a recourse action by one of the operators
against another; other claims, for example, any brought by an injured passenger against his own carrier or a claim for damage
caused on the surface as a result of a collision, will fall outside the
Convention.
(4) Proof by the operator that the damage was caused by or contributed
to by the negligence of the injured person may, in cases where that
person is not the operator of one of the aircraft, lead to total or
partial exoneration from liability.
(5) Claims governed by the Convention would be subject to a limit,
except in cases of what, for brevity, may be described as wilful
misconduct or where there has been unlawful use of the aircraft.
(6) There should not be in addition an overall limit of liability for each
operator;
(7) There will be no cumulation of amounts recoverable: hence a claimant will not be able to recover more than the applicable maximum
limit specified in the Convention regardless of whether the claim is
brought against one or more of the operators liable; furthermore
a plurality of claimants will not result in their being able to recover
in the aggregate an amount in excess of the limit applicable to the
operator.
(8) There should be an apportionment of the total damage among the
operators involved under a system which takes into account the
degrees of their respective fault as well as cases where none of them
has been at fault.
(9) The adjudication of claims under the Convention may take place
before a competent court of any Contracting State in which the
collision occurred or in which the defendant has his domicile or
principal place of business.
(10) States should be encouraged to agree to having claims for damage
caused by their military or other State aircraft governed by the
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Convention, although the Convention should provide that any State
may at any time make certain reservations in respect of the application of the Convention to its State aircraft.
Draft Convention of Paris 1961: Questionnaire and Commentary
6. The above and other decisions of the Subcommittee are embodied in the
text of a draft Convention which appears in Appendix A hereto. At the
request of the Subcommittee, the Chairman has prepared an Analysis of
the draft Convention which appears in Appendix B hereto but which, not
haVing been fully examined by the'Subcommittee, should not be deemed to
affect the text of the draft Convention itself.
7. The Subcommittee was unable, in the time available during its session,
to prepare a detailed commentary on the draft Convention. Accordingly, it
has authorized the Secretariat to prepare such a commentary which should
be approved by the Chairman of the Subcommittee.
APPENDIX A
DRAFT CONVENTION ON AERIAL COLLISIONS
ARTICLE 1

1. The provisions of this Convention apply when damage contemplated by
the Convention results from a collision or interference between two or more
aircraft in flight:
(a) if the collision or interference occurs in the territory of a Contracting State and at least one of the aircraft involved is registered in
another Contracting State, or
(b) if two or more of the aircraft involved are registered in different
Contracting States, irrespective of where the collision or interference occurs.
2. An aircraft is deemed to be in flight from the moment when power is
applied for the purpose of actual take-off until the moment when the landing
run ends. In the case of an aircraft lighter than air, the expression "in
flight" relates to the period from the moment when it becomes detached from
the surface until it becomes again attached thereto.
ARTICLE 2

1. Liability for the damage contemplated in this Convention shall, subject
to the provisions of the following articles, attach to the operator.
2. For the purposes of this Convention the term "operator" shall mean
the person who was making use of the aircraft at the time the damage was
caused, provided that if control of the navigation of the aircraft was retained
by the person from whom the right to make use of the aircraft was derived,
whether directly or indirectly, that person shall be considered the operator.
A person shall be considered to be making use of an aircraft when he is
using it personally or when his servants or agents are using the aircraft
within the scope of their employment.
ARTICLE 3

Except in the case of recourse actions between the operator of an aircraft, his servants or agents, and the operator of another aircraft, his
servants or agents, this Convention shall not apply to the liability of an
operator, his servants or agents, in respect of persons or property on board
his aircraft or of persons or property on the surface.
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ARTICLE 4
In the case of a collision or interference the operator of each of the
aircraft involved shall, if it is proved that the collision or interference was
caused by his fault, be liable:
(a) for loss of or damage to any of the other aircraft involved, including
the equipment or accessories thereof;
(b) for loss, damage or delay caused to any other property on that other
aircraft and belonging to its operator;
(c) for loss of use of that aircraft;
(d) for any amount the operator of the other aircraft has paid under
a legal obligation as compensation for damage caused by the collision
or interference.
ARTICLE 5
1. In the case of a collision or interference, the operator of each of the
aircraft involved shall be liable for damage due to:
(a) death, injury or delay caused to a person on board another of such
aircraft, and
(b) loss, damage or delay caused to property on such other aircraft
except property belonging to the operator of such other aircraft.
2. The operator shall not be liable for damage contemplated in the preceding
paragraph if he proves that he and his servants or agents have taken all
necessary measures to avoid the damage or that it was impossible for him
or them to take such measures.
ARTICLE 6

If the operator proves, in an action brought against him by a person
who is not the operator of one of the aircraft involved, that the damage was
caused by or contributed to by the negligence of the injured person, the
Court may, in accordance with the provisions of its own law, exonerate the
operator wholly or partly from his liability.
ARTICLE 7
1. If damage has resulted from a collision or interference caused by the
fault of the operators of two or more aircraft, each of the operators shall be
liable to the other operators in proportion to the degrees of fault respectively
committed, and if the respective degrees of fault cannot be ascertained then
the total damage shall be shared equally between the operators involved.
2. Unless one of the operators involved has been at fault, they shall bear
equally all compensation which has been paid by any of them under a legal
obligation for any damage caused by the collision or interference.
ARTICLE 8
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7, an operator shall not be
liable in any action in recourse for the payment of any sum which would
result in his liability exceeding any applicable limits of liability or depriving
him of any defense or benefit which he would be entitled to invoke in respect
to persons or property on the surface or carried on his aircraft.
ARTICLE 9
For the purposes of this Convention, the fault of an operator includes
the fault of his servants or agents acting within the scope of their employment.
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ARTICLE 10

Subject to the provisions of Articles 8 and 11, the liability of the operator of an aircraft involved in a collision or interference shall, with respect
to damage caused to another aircraft or to persons or property on board
thereon, be subject to the following limits:
(a) for loss of or damage to that aircraft including the equipment and
accessories thereof and any property thereon belonging to its operator: the proved value at the time of the collision or interference
or the cost of repairs or replacement, whichever is the least;
(b) for loss of use of that aircraft: 10% of the value of that aircraft
as determined under subparagraph (a) ;
(c) for death, injury or delay caused tb a person on board: 250,000
francs for each such person;
(d) for all the objects which a person on board had in his charge: 5,000
francs per person;
(e) for loss, damage or delay caused to any other property on board
the aircraft not belonging to the operator of that aircraft: 250
francs per kilogram.
2. The sums mentioned in francs in this Article shall be deemed to refer
to a currency unit consisting of 65/2 milligrams of gold of millesimal fineness 900. These sums may be converted into national currencies in round
figures, Conversion of the sums into national currencies other than gold
shall, in case of judicial proceedings, be made according to the gold value of
such currencies at the date of the judgment.
ARTICLE 11

The limits of liability provided in the preceding Article shall not apply:
(a) if it is proved that the damage resulted from an act or omission of
the operator, his agents or servants, done with intent to cause
damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that damage would probably result; provided that in the case of such act or omission of an
agent or servant, it is also proved that he was acting within the
scope of his employment; or
(b) if the person liable has wrongfully taken and made use of the aircraft without the consent of a person entitled to permit its use.
ARTICLE 12

If any action arising out of damage to which this Convention relates is
brought against a servant or agent of an operator, such servant or agent,
if he proves that he acted within the scope of his employment, shall not be
liable except upon proof of fault and shall also be entitled to avail himself
of all the provisions of this Convention which are applicable to the operator
himself.
ARTICLE 13

1. The liability of the operator of any one aircraft and his servants and
agents for damage contemplated in this Convention shall not, except as
provided in Article 11, exceed in the aggregate the respective limits prescribed in paragraph 1 of Article 10.
2. Except as provided in Article 11, a claimant may not recover more than
the maximum amounts specified in paragraph 1 of Article 10 in the cases
therein referred to, regardless of whether the claim is brought against one
or more of the operators liable.
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3. The Court trying the case may require the claimant to provide such
guarantees for ensuring observance of the provisions of this Article as the
Court may consider necessary.
ARTICLE 14
Actions under the provisions of this Convention must be brought, at the
option of the plaintiff, before a competent court of any Contracting State in
which the collision or interference occurred or in which the defendant has
his domicile or principal place of business.
ARTICLE 15
1, Actions under this Convention shall be subject to a period of limitation
of two years from the date of the incident which caused the damage.
2. The grounds for suspension or interruption of the period referred to in
this Article shall be determined by the law of the Court trying the action;
but in any case the right to institute an action shall be extinguished on the
expiration of three years from the date of the incident which caused the
damage.
3. In the case of actions in recourse, the period provided for in paragraphs
1 and 2 shall be prolonged so as to allow to any person desiring to exercise
his right of recourse a period of six months in which to do so, reckoned from
the date he became entitled under the Convention to exercise his right of
recourse.
ARTICLE 16
1.

Any State may at any time make any of the following reservations:
(a) that this Convention shall not apply to all or specified classes of its
State aircraft, or
(b) that an action with respect to damage caused by its State aircraft
shall be subject only to the jurisdiction of its own courts.

2.
it.

Any State making a reservation as aforesaid may at any time withdraw

3. For the purposes of this Article aircraft used in military, customs and
police services shall be deemed to be State aircraft; however, any aircraft
engaged in the carriage of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration or
hire shall not be deemed to be State aircraft.
ARTICLE 17
Contracting States will, as far as possible, facilitate payment of compensation under the provisions of this Convention in the currency of the residence of the claimant if he so desires.
ARTICLE 18
If legislative measures are necessary in any Contracting State to give
effect to this Convention, the Secretary General of the International Civil
Aviation Organization shall be informed forthwith of the measures so taken.
ARTICLE 19
Nothing in this Convention shall affect any of the provisions of the
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International
Carriage by Air, done at Warsaw on 12 October 1929 or of the Protocol to
amend the said Convention, done at The Hague on 28 September 1955, or
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of the Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties
on the Surface, done at Rome on 7 October 1952, in a case where any of these
instruments is applicable.
APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF THE DRAFT CONVENTION
(Prepared by the Chairman of the Subcommittee)
This Questionnaire refers to the draft Convention as contained in
Appendix A.
+ Positive answer incorporated in the draft Convention.
A negative answer was given by the Subcommittee to this question.
Article 1: Scope of Application
1.

Character of accident:
-Collisions only?
...
-Collisions and interferences?
-Definition of collision?
-Definition of interference? .

+

2. Character of vehicles involved:
-Aircraft only?
-Aircraft, spacecraft, rockets, etc.?

+

3. Situation of aircraft involved:
-Principle: In movement?
In flight? .+
-Application:
One aircraft involved?
More than one aircraft involved?
All aircraft involved?
-Definition of "in flight"?
-According to Art. 1(2) Rome?
4.

-+-+
-+

Character of damage caused (v. Articles 4 and 5)

5. Flag of aircraft and place of accident:
(a) Preliminary question: Should be treated like aircraft
registered in a Non-Contracting State:
-Aircraft owned or operated by international
organizations?
-State aircraft? (v. Article 16)
(b) Flag and place situations.
CSA: Contracting State A
CSB: Contracting State B
NCS: Non-Contracting State
HS: High seas, etc.
Aircraft involved
Place of Accident

CSA

CSA/CSA
CSA/NCS
CSB/CSB
CSB/NCS
CSA/CSB
NCS/NCS

CSB

NCS

HS

-

±
±

+

-

-

-

+
+
...

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

+

6. Express exclusion of particular contractual relations
(Art. 25 Rome)?

+
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Article 2: Persons Liable
1. General principle: Liability of operator (para. 1)?
2. Definition of operator (para. 2) ? .
General adoption of Art. 2(2) Rome? .
Adoption of Art. 2(2) (a) Rome?
Adoption of Art. 2(2) (b) Rome?
-without amendment? .
-with amendment: "within the scope of their
employment"?
3. Other persons liable:
Owner of aircraft involved:
-liability precluded by Convention?
-liability restricted by Convention?
Servants or agents of operator: (v. Art. 12)
-liability precluded by Convention?
-liability restricted by Convention?
Air traffic control agencies:
-liability precluded by Convention?
-liability restricted by Convention?
Other persons (e.g. manufacturers):
-liability precluded by Convention?
-liability restricted by Convention?
4. Non-application of Convention with regard to direct
liability of operator and his servants or agents in
respect of (Art. 3) :
-persons or property on his own aircraft?
-persons or property on the surface?
.

+

.

Articles 4-5: Foundationof Liability-Burden of ProofDamage Contemplated
1. Foundation of liability and burden of proof:
(a) Group I (Art. 4) : General rule
Burden of proof of claimant:
Collision or interference?
Damage?
.+
Causation?
.
Fault of operator? .
Or fault or his servants or agents? .
Acting within the scope of their employment?
(b) Group II (Art. 5): Adoption of Warsaw principles
Burden of proof of claimant:
Collision or interference?
Damage?
Causation?
.
.
.
.
Exoneration of operator as by Warsaw Art. 20(l) ? .
2. Persons entitled to bring actions:
To be determined by Convention? .
Exclusive enumeration? .
Non-exclusive enumeration?
To be determined by applicable law?
Express reference? .
Determination of applicable law by Convention?
3. Direct damage contemplated by Convention:
(a) Character of enumeration of damage contemplated
by Convention:
Enumeration exclusive for application of Convention?
Possibility of other damage under applicable law? .

-+
-+
-+

-+.

+

+
-

-+

+
-+-+

+

-

-+
-

±

--

+
+
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Group I
(b) Damage contemplated by Convention:
(i) In respect of defendant operator's aircraft
(v. Art. 3) :
-Damage caused to owner?
-Damage caused to operator himself ?
-Damage caused to persons on board?
-Damage caused to (other) property
on board?
-Damage caused on the surface? .
-Damage caused to other third parties?
(ii) In respect of plaintiff operator's aircraft:
Damage caused to aircraft (including
equipment)
+
-Owner
-+
-Operator .
.
.
.
-Third parties .
Loss of use of aircraft (including delays)
+
-Owner
+.
-Operator
+
-Third parties
Damage caused.to property on board
(including delays)
-.
.
.
-Operator's?
-Servants' or agents' of operator?
-Passengers'
Personal property?
Registered baggage?
.
-Freight?
-Mail?
-Other?
Damage caused to persons on board:
Operator
Death or injuries?
.
.
Delays?
Servants or agents of operator:
Death or injuries?
Delays?
Passengers:
Death or injuries?
.
.
.
Delays?
Damage caused on the surface:
Death or injuries?
Property damages? .
(iii) Character of connection between damage
and accident:
Rule concerning remoteness of damage
(v. Art. 1(1) Rome)
±
To be determined by applicable law?
Determination of applicable law by Convention?
4. Recourse actions (indirect damage):
(a) Parties concerned:
-Operator vs. operator? .
-Other parties:
Actions precluded by Convention?
Actions restricted by Convention?

Group II

+
±
+
4-

±
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(b) Basis of action:

(c)

-Compensation for damage governed by
Convention?
-Compensation for damage not governed by
Convention, but caused by collision or
interference within scope of application of
Convention?
Further prerequisites with regard to basis of action:
-Legal obligation to pay compensation
concerned? .
-Actual payment of compensation concerned?

Article 6: Contributory Negligence (Claimant Not Operator)
Reference to applicable law (Art. 21) Warsaw?
Reduction of compensation according to contribution
(Art. 6(1) Rome)?
Article 7: Claims Between Operators
1. Fault proved:
Degrees of respective faults ascertainable:
Apportionment by Convention?
According to degrees? .
Degrees of respective faults not ascertainable:
Apportionment by Convention?
According to aircraft weights?
In equal parts?
Damage lies where it falls?
(Limits for recourse actions v. Art. 8)
2. Fault not proved:
Apportionment by Convention?
According to aircraft weights?
In equal parts?
Damage lies where it falls?

*

+

+
*

-

Article 8: Limitation of Recourse Actions

General rule: Same defenses for defendant as in
direct action?
Scope of application:
-With regard to defenses:
Limits only?
All limits, defenses and benefits?
-With regard to basic direct actions:
Persons or property damaged on the surface?
Persons and property carried in own aircraft?
Persons and property carried in other aircraft
Article 9: Fault of Servants or Agents
General rule:
Included in fault of operator? .
Exceptions? .
Article 10: Limitation of Liabilities
1. Direct actions:
(a) Principle: No overall limitation?
(b) Group limitations (listed according to enumeration
in Art. 4-5; v. No. 3(b))

* +

*
*

+
+
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Damage caused to aircraft:
Principle: Limitation equal to value
Application: Which value?
-single value
-alternative values?
Fair market value prior to incident?
Proved value at. time of incident?
Cost of repairs or replacement?
Determination of alternative by choice of plaintiff?
Whichever the lesser?

.

Damage caused by loss of use of aircraft:

±

±
+
+
+

10% of value of aircraft?

Damage caused to property on board:
Objects in charge of a person on board:
5,000 Frs. per person (Warsaw)
Operator's property:
Limitation equal to proved or repair/
replacement value

+
+

All other property:
250 Frs./kg. (Warsaw)

.

.

Damage caused to persons on board (death, injuries,
delays) :
250,000 Frs. per person (Hague) .
(c) Currency clause-According to Art. 11(4) Rome/
Art. XI (Art. 22(5)) Hague
2. Recourse actions:
Principle: No direct limitation
Exceptions: v. Art. 8.

+

Article 11: Unlimited Liability
1.

Principle: Admission of unlimited liability?

2. Cases:
(a) Intention only (Art. 12(1) Rome)?
Intention and wilful misconduct
.
(Art. XIII/Art. 25 Hague)?
Agents or servants: Within scope of employment?
(b) Wrongful use (Art. 12(2) Rome)?
Article 12: Actions Against Operator's Servants or Agents
1. Principle (v. Art. 2) : Actions under applicable law
admitted outside of Convention.
.
-With restrictions by Convention?
-Proviso: acting within scope of employment?
2. Restrictions by Convention:
(a) Liability only on proof of fault?
Of gross negligence?
(b) Some defenses as operator? .

.

.

.

+
+

Article 13: Rules Against Accumulation
Para. 1. General and plurality of claimants:
Principle: Limitation of claims to applicable
group limit?

+
+

.

Exception: Removal of limits under Art., 10?
Para. 2. Plurality of defendants:
Principle: Limitation to applicable group limit?
Exception: Removal of limits under Art. 10?
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Para. 3. Procedure:
Discretion of court?

.

-+

.

Specific rules of procedure?
Article 14: Jurisdiction
1. Principle:
(a) One forum only?

.

Option of plaintiff to choose between more than
one forum?

.

.

-+

..

(b) Restriction: Within Contracting States only?
2. Choice of fora:
(a) Place of collision or interference?

+
-+

.

(b) Domicile or principal place of business of defendant?
(c) Domicile of plaintiff within normal jurisdiction
over defendant?

+

.

3. Proviso: That court has jurisdiction over defendant
without regard to this Convention:
-with regard to forum 2(a)?
-with regard to forum 2(b)?
-with regard to forum 2(c)?
Article 15: Periods of Limitation
1. Direct actions:
(a) Period: Two years from date of collision or
interference?

.

.

(b) Suspension or interruption:
-Determination of ground by lex fori?
-Preclusion period: Three years?

-+-+-

.

2. Recourse actions:
(a) Period: Six months from date of actionable right?
(b) Suspension or interruption:
-Determination of ground by lex fori?
-Preclusion period: Three years?

.

Article 16: Reservations With Regard to State Aircraft
1. Principle: Admission of reservations with regard to
interferences in which own State aircraft of
Contracting State are concerned?

+

2. Contents:
(a) With regard to aircraft:
General: That Convention shall not apply to its
State aircraft?
-that Convention shall apply as if its State
aircraft had been an aircraft registered
in a non-contracting State?

+

.

Restrictions:
-All or no State aircraft?
-All State aircraft or specified classes ?
-Specified classes only (up to all, if specified)? .
-Classes specified by Convention?
(b) With regard to jurisdiction:
General: That actions subject only to jurisdiction of

+
-

own courts?

+

Actions:
-All actions with respect to such damage?
-Actions only against operator of State

+

aircraft involved?
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3. Definition of State aircraft:
-Express reference to military, customs and
police aircraft (Art. 3 Chicago) ? .
-Exclusion of aircraft engaged in the carriage
of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration?
4. Time and effects of reservation and withdrawal:
(a) Reservations:
-Admission at time of ratification or
adherence only? .
-Admission any time?
-Taking effect?
(b) Withdrawal:
-Admission any time?
-Taking effect?
Article 17: Facilitationof Payments
Principle: Facilitation clause?
Wording:
-Reference to currency of residence
of claimant?
-Reference to currency of State where
damage occurred (Art. 27 Rome)?
Article 18: Information on Legislative Measures
Adoption of Art. 28 Rome? .
Article 19: General Reservations
With regard to the Warsaw/Hague Convention?
With regard to the Rome Convention?
With regard to other applicable laws?

*

.

*

.

*

.

*

.

*

.

-I

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS
CHICAGO CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION
Contracting Parties-April 1, 1961
Total 84
Afghanistan
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma
Cambodia
Cameroun
Canada
Ceylon
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba

Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
German Fed. Rep.
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Honduras
Iceland
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India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Jordan
Korea
Kuwait
Laos
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Luxembourg
Malaya
Mali
Mexico
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Senegal
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Union of South Africa
United Arab Rep.
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet-Nam
Yugoslavia

Geneva Convention on the International Recognition of Rights in Aircraft (1948)
Contracting Parties-April 1, 1961
Total 16
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Ecuador
El Salvador
Germany
Haiti
Italy

Laos
Mexico
Norway
Pakistan
Sweden
Switzerland
The Netherlands
United States of America

Rome Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third
Parties on the Surface (1952)
Contracting Parties-April 1, 1961
Total 10
Australia
Canada
Ceylon
Ecuador
Haiti

Honduras
Luxembourg
Pakistan
Spain
United Arab Republic
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Protocol to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to International Carriage by Air signed at Warsaw on 12 October
1929 (opened for signature on 28 September 1955)
Contracting Parties-April 1, 1961
Total 19
Australia
Mexico
Czechoslovakia
Poland
El Salvador
Rumania
France
The Netherlands
Federal Republic of Germany
United Arab Republic
German Democratic Republic
Ukranian SSR
Hungary
USSR
Ireland
Venezuela
Laos
Yugoslavia
Luxembourg
Warsaw Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to
International Carriage by Air signed at Warsaw on 12 October, 1929
Contracting Parties-April 1, 1961
Approximate 57
Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Burma
Brazil
Bulgaria
Byelorussia
Cambodia
Canada
Ceylon
China
Denmark
Egypt
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany--Democratic Rep.
Germany--Federal Rep.
Ghana
Greece
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Iceland
Israel
Italy
Laos

Japan
Czechoslovakia
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Jordan
Luxembourg
Malaya
Morocco
Mexico
Norway
New Zealand
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Sweden
Switzerland
The Netherlands
Spain
Union of South Africa
Ukranian SSR
United Kingdom
United States
United Soviet Social Republic
Venezuela
Viet-Nam
Yugoslavia
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II. ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
CONVENTION ON THIRD PARTY LIABILITY IN THE FIELD OF
NUCLEAR ENERGY
The Governments of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of
Austria, the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, Spain, the
French Republic, the Kingdom of Greece, the Italian Republic, the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of Norway, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Portuguese Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, the Kingdom of Sweden, the Swiss Confederation and the
Turkish Republic;
Considering that the European Nuclear Energy Agency, established
within the framework of the Organization for European Economic Co-operation (hereinafter referred to as the "Organization"), is charged with encouraging the elaboration and harmonization of legislation relating to nuclear energy in participating countries, in particular with regard to third
party liability and insurance against atomic risks;
Desirous of ensuring adequate and equitable compensation for persons
who suffer damage caused by nuclear incidents whilst taking the necessary
steps to ensure that the development of the production and uses of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes is not thereby hindered;
Convinced of the need for unifying the basic rules applying in the various
countries to the liability incurred for such damage, whilst leaving these countries free to take, on a national basis, any additional measures which they
deem appropriate, including the application of the provisions of this Convention to damage caused by nuclear incidents not covered therein;
Have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE 1

(a) For the purposes of this Convention:
(i) "A nuclear incident" means any occurrence or succession of occurrences having the same origin which causes damage, provided that
such occurrence or succession of occurrences, or any of the damage

caused, arises out of or results from the radioactive properties, or
a combination of radioactive properties with toxic, explosive, or
other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive products

or waste or with any of them.
(ii)

"Nuclear installation" means reactors other than those comprised

in any means of transport; factories for the manufacture or proc-

essing of nuclear substances; factories for the separation of iso-

topes of nuclear fuel; factories for the reprocessing of irradiated
nuclear fuel; facilities for the storage of nuclear substances other
than storage incidental to the carriage of such substances; and

such other installations in which there are nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste as the Steering Committee of the European Nuclear Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as the

"Steering Committee") shall from time to time determine.
(iii)

(iv)

"Nuclear fuel" means fissionable material in the form of uranium
metal, alloy, or chemical compound (including natural uranium),
plutonium metal, alloy, or chemical compound, and such other
fissioning material as the Steering Committee shall from time to

time determine.
"Radioactive products or waste" means any radioactive material
produced in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation
incidental to the process of producing or utilizing nuclear fuel,
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but does not include (1) nuclear fuel, or (2) radioisotopes outside
a nuclear installation which are used or intended to be used for
any industrial, commercial, agricultural, medical or scientific
purpose.
(v) "Nuclear substances" means nuclear fuel (other than natural
uranium and other than depleted uranium) and radioactive products or waste.
(vi) "Operator" in relation to a nuclear installation means the person
designated or recognized by the competent public authority as the
operator of that installation.
(b)
The Steering Committee may, if in its view the small extent of the
risks involved so warrants, exclude any nuclear installation, nuclear fuel, or
nuclear substances from the application of this Convention.
ARTICLE

2

This Convention does not apply to nuclear incidents occurring in the
territory of non-Contracting States or to damage suffered in such territory,
unless national legislation otherwise provides and except in regard to rights
of recourse referred to in Article 6 (d).
ARTICLE

3

The operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable, in accordance with
this Convention, for:
(a)
damage to or loss of life of any person; and
(b) damage to or loss of any property other than
(i)
property held by the operator or in his custody or under his control in connection with, and at the site of, such installation, and
(ii) in the cases within Article 4, the means of transport upon which
the nuclear substances involved were at the time of the nuclear
incident,
upon proof that such damage or loss (hereinafter referred to as "damage")
was caused by a nuclear incident involving either nuclear fuel or radioactive
products or waste in, or nuclear substances coming from such installation,
except as otherwise provided for in Article 4.
ARTICLE 4

In the case of carriage of nuclear substances, including storage incidental
thereto, without prejudice to Article 2:
(a)
The operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable, in accordance
with this Convention, for damage upon proof that it was caused by a nuclear
incident outside that installation and involving nuclear substances in the
course of carriage therefrom, only if the incident occurs
(i)
before the nuclear substances involved have been taken in charge
by another operator of a nuclear installation situated in the territory of a Contracting Party; or
(ii) before the nuclear substances involved have been unloaded from
the means of transport by which they have arrived in the territory
of a non-Contracting State, if they are consigned to a person
within the territory of that State.
(b)
The operator referred to in paragraph (a) (i) of this Article shall,
from his taking charge of the nuclear substances, be the operator liable in
accordance with this Convention for damage caused by a nuclear incident
occurring thereafter and involving the nuclear substances.
(c)
Where nuclear substances are sent from outside the territory of the
Contracting Parties to a nuclear installation situated in such territory, with
the approval of the operator of that installation, he shall be liable, in accord-
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ance with this Convention, for damage caused by a nuclear incident occurring
after the nuclear substances involved have been loaded on the means of
transport by which they are to be carried from the territory of the nonContracting State.
(d)
The operator liable in accordance with this Convention shall provide
the carrier with a certificate issued by or on behalf of the insurer or other
financial guarantor furnishing the security required pursuant to Article 10.
The certificate shall state the name and address of that operator and the
amount, type and duration of the security, and these statements may not be
disputed by the person by whom or on whose behalf the certificate was
issued. The certificate shall also indicate the nuclear substances and the
carriage in respect of which the security applies and shall include a statement
by the competent public authority that the person named is an operator
within the meaning of this Convention.
(e) A Contracting Party may provide by legislation that, under such
terms as may be contained therein and upon fulfillment of the requirements
of Article 10 (a), a carrier may, at his request and with the consent of an operator of a nuclear installation situated in its territory, by decision of the
competent public authority, be liable in accordance with this Convention in
place of that operator.. In such case for all the purposes of this Convention
the carrier shall be considered, in respect of nuclear incidents occurring in
the course of carriage of nuclear substances, as an operator of a nuclear
installation on the territory of the Contracting Party whose legislation so
provides.
ARTICLE 5
(a) If the nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste involved in a
nuclear incident have been in more than one nuclear installation and are in a
nuclear installation at the time damage is caused, no operator of any nuclear
installation in which they have previously been shall be liable for the
damage. If the nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste involved in a
nuclear incident have been in more than one nuclear installation and are
not in a nuclear installation at the time damage is caused, no person other
than the operator of the last nuclear installation in which they were before
the damage was caused or an operator who has subsequently taken them in
charge shall be liable for the damage.
(b)
If damage gives rise to liability of more than one operator in
accordance with this Convention, the liability of those operators shall be
joint and several: provided that where such liability arises as a result of
damage caused by a nuclear incident involving nuclear substances in the
course of carriage, the maximum total amount for which such operators
shall be liable shall be the highest amount established with respect to any of
them pursuant to Article 7 and provided that in no case shall any one operator be required, in respect of a nuclear incident, to pay more than the
amount established with respect to him pursuant to Article 7.
ARTICLE 6

(a)
The right to compensation for damage caused by a nuclear incident
may be exercised only against an operator liable for the damage in accordance with this Convention, or, if a direct right of action against the insurer
or other financial guarantor furnishing the security required pursuant to
Article 10 is given by national law, against the insurer or other financial
guarantor.
(b)
No other person shall be liable for damage caused by a nuclear
incident, but this provision shall not affect the application of any international
agreement in the field of transport in force or open for signature, ratification
or accession at the date of this Convention.
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(c)
Any person who is liable for damage caused by a nuclear incident
under any international agreement referred to in paragraph (b) of this
Article or under any legislation of a non-Contracting State shall have a
right of recourse, within the limitation of the amount of liability established
pursuant to Article 7, against the operator liable for that damage in accordance with this Convention.
(d)
Where a nuclear incident occurs in the territory of a non-Contracting State or damage is suffered in such territory, any person who has his
principal place of business in the territory of a Contracting Party or who is
the servant of such a person shall have a right of recourse for any sums
which he is liable to pay in respect of such incident or damage, within the
limitation of liability established pursuant to Article 7, against the operator
who, but for the provisions of Article 2, would have been liable.
(e)
The Council of the Organization may decide that carriers whose
principal place of business is in the territory of a non-Contracting State
should benefit from the provisions of paragraph (d) of this Article. In taking
its decision, the Council shall give due consideration to the general provisions
on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy in such non-Contracting
State and the extent to which these provisions are available to the benefit of
nationals of, and persons whose principal place of business is in the territory
of, the Contracting Parties.
(f)
The operator shall have a right of recourse only
(i)
if the damage caused by a nuclear incident results from an act or
omission done with intent to cause damage, against the individual
acting or omitting to act with such intent;
(ii)
if and to the extent that it is so provided expressly by contract;
(iii) if and to the extent that he is liable pursuant to Article 7 (e) for
an amount over and above that established with respect to him
pursuant to Article 7 (b), in respect of a nuclear incident occurring in the course of transit of nuclear substances carried out
without his consent, against the carrier of the nuclear substances,
except where such transit is for the purpose of saving or attempting to save life or property or is caused by circumstances beyond
the control of such carrier.
(g) If the operator has a right of recourse to any extent pursuant to
paragraph (f) of this Article against any person, that person shall not, to
that extent, have a right of recourse against the operator under paragraphs
(c) and (d) of this Article.
(h) Where provisions of national health insurance, social security,
workmen's compensation or occupational disease compensation systems include compensation for damage caused by a nuclear incident, rights of beneficiaries of such systems and rights of recourse by virtue of such systems
shall be determined by the law of the Contracting Party having established
such systems.
ARTIcLE 7
(a) The aggregate of compensation required to be paid in respect of
damage caused by a nuclear incident shall not exceed the maximum liability
established in accordance with this Article.
(b) The maximum liability of the operator in respect of damage caused
by a nuclear incident shall be 15,000,000 European Monetary Agreement
units of account as defined at the date of this Convention (hereinafter referred to as "units of account") : provided that any Contracting Party, taking into account the possibilities for the operator of obtaining the insurance
or other financial security required pursuant to Article 10, may establish by
legislation a greater or less amount, but in no event less than 5,000,000 units
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of account. The sums mentioned above may be converted into national currency in round figures.
(c) Any Contracting Party may by legislation provide that the exception in Article 3 (b) (ii) shall not apply: provided that, in no case, shall the
inclusion of damage to the means of transport result in reducing the liability
of the operator in respect of other damage to an amount less than 5,000,000
units of account.
(d)
The amount of the liability of operators of nuclear installations in
the territory of a Contracting Party established in accordance with paragraph (b) of this Article as well as the provisions of any legislation of a
Contracting Party pursuant to paragraph (c) of this Article shall apply to
the liability of such operators wherever the nuclear incident occurs.
(e)
A Contracting Party may subject the transit of nuclear substances
through its territory to the condition that the maximum amount of liability
of the foreign operator concerned be increased, if it considers that such
amount does not adequately cover the risks of a nuclear incident in the
course of the transit: provided that the maximum amount thus increased
shall not exceed the maximum amount of liability of operators of nuclear
installations situated in its territory.
(f)
The provisions of paragraph (e) of this Article shall not apply
(i)
to carriage by sea where, under international law, there is a right
of entry in cases of urgent distress into the ports of such Contracting Party or a right of innocent passage through its territory; or
(ii) to carriage by air where, by agreement or under international
law, there is a right to fly over or land on the territory of such
Contracting Party.
(g) Any interest and costs awarded by a court in actions for compensation under this Convention shall not be considered to be compensation for
the purposes of this Convention and shall be payable by the operator in addition to any sum for which he is liable in accordance with this Article.
ARTICLE 8
(a) The right of compensation under this Convention shall be extinguished if an action is not brought within ten years from the date of the
nuclear incident. In the case of damage caused by a nuclear incident involving nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste which, at the time of the
incident have been stolen, lost, or abandoned and have not yet been recovered,
the period for the extinction of the right shall be ten years from the date of
the theft, loss, or abandonment. National legislation may, however, establish
a period of not less than two years for the extinction of the right or as a
period of limitation either from the date at which the person suffering damage has knowledge or from the date at which he ought reasonably to have
known of both the damage and the operator liable: provided that the period
of ten years shall not be exceeded except in accordance with paragraph (c)
of this Article.
(b) Where the provisions of Article 13 (d) (i) (2) or (ii) are applicable, the right of compensation shall not, however, be extinguished if,
within the time provided for in paragraph (a) of this Article.
(i)
prior to the determination by the Tribunal referred to in Article 17,
an action has been brought before any of the courts from which
the Tribunal can choose; if the Tribunal determines that the competent court is a court other than that before which such action
has already been brought, it may fix a date by which such action
has to be brought before the competent court so determined: or
(ii) a request has been made to a Contracting Party to initiate a determination by the Tribunal of the competent court pursuant to
Article 13 (d) (i) (2) or (ii) and an action is brought subsequent
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to such determination within such time as may be fixed by the
Tribunal.
(c)
National legislation may establish a period longer than ten years if
measures have been taken to cover the liability of the operator in respect of
any actions for compensation begun after the expiry of the period of ten
years.
(d) Unless national law provides to the contrary, any person suffering
damage caused by a nuclear incident who has brought an action for compensation within the period provided for in this Article may amend his claim
in respect of any aggravation of the damage after the expiry of such period
provided that final judgment has not been entered by the competent court.
ARTICLE 9

Except in so far as national legislation may provide to the contrary, the
operator shall not be liable for damage caused by a nuclear incident due to
an act of armed conflict, invasion, civil war, insurrection, or a grave natural
disaster of an exceptional character.
ARTICLE 10

(a) To cover the liability under the Convention, the operator shall be
required to have and maintain insurance or other financial security of the
amount established pursuant to Article 7 and of such type and terms as the
competent public authority shall specify.
(b)
No insurer or other financial guarantor shall suspend or cancel the
insurance or other financial security provided for in paragraph (a) of this
Article without giving notice in writing of at least two months to the competent public authority or in so far as such insurance or other financial security
relates to the carriage of nuclear substances, during the period of the carriage in question.
The sums provided as insurance, reinsurance, or other financial
(c)
security may be drawn upon only for compensation for damage caused by a
nuclear incident.
ARTICLE 11
The nature, form and extent of the compensation, within the limits of
this Convention, as well as the equitable distribution thereof, shall be governed by national law.
ARTICLE 12
Compensation payable under this Convention, insurance and reinsurance
premiums, sums provided as insurance, reinsurance, or other financial security required pursuant to Article 10, and interest and costs referred to in
Artice 7 (g), shall be freely transferable between the monetary areas of the
Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE 13
(a) Jurisdiction over actions under Article 3, 6 (a), 6 (c) and 6 (d)
shall lie only with the courts competent in accordance with the legislation of
the Contracting Party in whose territory the nuclear installation of the
operator liable is situated.
In the case of a nuclear incident occurring in the course of car(b)
riage, jurisdiction shall, except as otherwise provided in paragraph (c) of
this Article, lie only with the courts competent in accordance with the legislation of the Contracting Party in whose territory the nuclear substances
involved were at the time of the nuclear incident.
(c)
If a nuclear incident occurs outside the territory of the Contracting
Parties in the course of carriage, or if the place where the nuclear substances
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involved were at the time of the nuclear incident cannot be determined, or
if the nuclear substances involved were in territory under the jurisdiction
of more than one Contracting Party at the time of the nuclear incident,
jurisdiction shall lie only with the courts competent in accordance with the
legislation of the Contracting Party in whose territory the nuclear installation of the operator liable is situated.
(d) Where jurisdiction would lie with the courts of more than one Contracting Party by virtue of paragraphs (a) or (c) of this Article, jurisdiction shall lie,
(i) in the case of a nuclear incident occurring in the course of carriage of nuclear substances.
(1) with the courts competent in accordance with the legislation
of the Contracting Party at the place in its territory where
the means of transport upon which the nuclear substances involved were at the time of the nuclear incident is registered
provided that they are competent under paragraph (c) of
this Article; or
if there is no such court, with that one of the courts which
(2)
is competent under paragraph (c) of this Article, determined, at the request of a Contracting Party concerned, by
the Tribunal referred to in Article 17 as being the most
closely related to the case in question;
(ii) in any other case, with the courts competent in accordance with
the legislation of the Contracting Party determined, at the request
of a Contracting Party concerned, by the said Tribunal as being
the most closely related to the case in question.
(e) Judgments entered by the competent court under this Article after
trial, or by default, shall, when they have become enforceable under the law
applied by that court, become enforceable in the territory of any of the other
Contracting Parties as soon as the formalities required by the Contracting
Party concerned have been complied with. The merits of the case shall not
be the subject of further proceedings. The foregoing provisions shall not
apply to interim judgments.
(f) If an action is brought against a Contracting Party as an operator
liable under this Convention, such Contracting Party may not invoke any
jurisdictional immunities before the court competent in accordance with this
Article.
14
(a) This Convention shall be applied without any discrimination based
upon nationality, domicile, or residence.
(b) "National law" and "national legislation" mean the national law or
the national legislation of the court having jurisdiction under this Convention over claims arising out of a nuclear incident, and that law or legislation
shall apply to all matters both substantive and procedural not specifically
governed by this Convention.
(c) That law and legislation shall be applied without any discrimination
based upon nationality, domicile, or residence.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 15
(a) Any Contracting Party may take such measures as it deems necessary to provide for an increase in the amount of compensation specified in
this Convention.
(b) In so far as compensation for damage involves public funds and is
in excess of the 5,000,000 units of account referred to in Article 7, any such
measure in whatever form may be applied under conditions which may derogate from the provisions of this Convention.
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ARTICLE 16
Committee under Article 1 (a) (ii), 1
Steering
the
by
Decisions taken
(a) (iii) and 1 (b) shall be adopted by mutual agreement of the members
representing the Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE

17

Any dispute arising between two or more Contracting Parties concerning
the interpretation or application of this Convention shall be examined by the
Steering Committee and in the absence of friendly settlement shall, upon the
request of a Contracting Party concerned, be submitted to the Tribunal established by the Convention of 20th December, 1957, on the Establishment of a
Security Control in the Field of Nuclear Energy.
ARTICLE 18

(a) Reservations to one or more of the provisions of this Convention
may be made at any time prior to ratification of or accession to this Convention or prior to the time of notification under Article 23 in respect of any
territory or territories mentioned in the notification, and shall be admissible
only if the terms of these reservations have been expressly accepted by the
Signatories.
Such acceptance shall not be required from a Signatory which has
(b)
not itself ratified this Convention within a period of twelve months after the
date of notification to it of such reservation by the Secretary-General of the
Organization in accordance with Article 24.
Any reservation admitted in accordance with this Article may be
(c)
withdrawn at any time by notification addressed to the Secretary-General of
the Organization.
ARTICLE 19

(a) This Convention shall be ratified. Instruments of ratification shall
be deposited with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
This Convention shall come into force upon the deposit of instru(b)
ments of ratification by not less than five of the Signatories. For each Signatory ratifying thereafter, this Convention shall come into force upon the
deposit of its instrument of ratification.
ARTICLE 20

Amendments to this Convention shall be adopted by mutual agreement
of all the Contracting Parties. They shall come into force when ratified or
confirmed by two-thirds of the Contracting Parties. For each Contracting
Party ratifying or confirming thereafter, they shall come into force at the
date of such ratification or confirmation.
ARTICLE 21

(a) The Government of any Member or Associate country of the Organization which is not a Signatory to this Convention may accede thereto
by notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Organization.
The Government of any other country which is not a Signatory to
(b)
this Convention may accede thereto by notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Organization and with the unanimous assent of the Contracting Parties. Such accession shall take effect from the date of such assent.
ARTICLE 22

(a) This Convention shall remain in effect for a period of ten years as
from the date of its coming into force. Any Contracting Party may, by giving
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twelve months' notice to the Secretary-General of the Organization, terminate the application of this Convention to itself at the end of the period of
ten years.,
(b)
This Convention shall, after the period of ten years, remain in force
for a period of five years for such Contracting Parties as have not terminated its application in accordance with paragraph (a) of this Article, and
thereafter for successive periods of five years for such Contracting Parties
as have not terminated its application at the end of one of such periods of
five years by giving twelve months' notice to that effect to the SecretaryGeneral of the Organization.
(c)
A conference shall be convened by the Secretary-General of the
Organization in order to consider revisions to this Convention after a period
of five years as from the date of its coming into force or, at any other time,
at the request of a Contracting Party, within six months from the date of
such request.
ARTICLE 23
(a) This Convention shall apply to the metropolitan territories of the
Contracting Parties.
(b)
Any Signatory or Contracting Party may, at the time of signature
or ratification of or accession to this Convention or at any later time, notify
the Secretary-General of the Organization that this Convention shall apply to
those of its territories, including the territories for whose international relations it is responsible, to which this Convention is not applicable in accordance with paragraph (a) of this Article and which are mentioned in the
notification. Any such notification may in respect of any territory or territories mentioned therein be withdrawn by giving twelve months' notice to
that effect to the Secretary-General of the Organization.
(c)
Any territories of a Contracting Party, including the territories
for whose international relations it is responsible, to which this Convention
does not apply shall be regarded for the purposes of this Convention as being
a territory of a non-Contracting State.
ARTICLE 24
The Secretary-General of the Organization shall give notice to all Signatories and acceding Governments of the receipt of any instrument of ratification, accession, withdrawal, notification under Article 23, and decisions of
the Steering Committee under Article 1 (a) (ii), 1 (a) (iii) and 1 (b). He
shall also notify them of the date on which this Convention comes into force,
the text of any amendment thereto and of the date on which such amendment comes into force, and any reservation made in accordance with Article 18.
ANNEX I
The following reservations were accepted at the time of signature of this
Convention:
ARTICLE 6 (a)
1.
Reservation by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Government of the Republic of Austria and the Government of the
Kingdom of Greece
Reservation of the right to provide, by national law, that persons-other
than the operator may continue to be liable in addition to the operator on
condition that these persons are fully covered in respect of their liability,
including defence against unjustified actions, by insurance or other financial
security obtained by the operator.
ARTICLE 6 (b) and (c)
2.
Reservation by the Government of the Republic of Austria, the Gov-
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ernment of the Kingdom of Greece, the Government of the Kingdom of
Norway and the Government of the Kingdom of Sweden
Reservation of the right to consider their national legislation which includes provisions equivalent to those included in the international agreements referred to in Article 6 (b) as being international agreements within
the meaning of Article 6 (b) and (c).
ARTICLE 7:
3.
Reservation by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Reservation of the right, in respect of operators of nuclear installations
situated in the territory of the United Kingdom other than Government Departments and the Atomic Energy Authority, that Article 7 (a), (b) and (c)
shall be applied
as if Article 7 (a) and (b) provided that, in respect of damage
(i)
for which such an operator is liable under this Convention and
which is caused by nuclear incidents occurring within the period
for which the insurance or other financial security relating to his
installation is required by the law of the United Kingdom to be
maintained, an amount of 11,000,000 units of account shall be
available for all compensation;
(ii)
as if the proviso to Article 7 (c) provided that in respect of such
damage as is mentioned in paragraph (i) above 5,000,000 units
of account shall be available for compensation in respect of damage
other than damage to the means of transport; and
as if Article 7 (a) and (b) provided that any payment in excess
(iii)
of the said amount of 14,000,000 units of account shall, without
prejudice to the application of Article 15 (b), be conditional upon
Parliamentary approval of the arrangements whereby further
funds are to be provided.
4.

ARTICLE 19:

Reservation by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Government of the Republic of Austria, and the Government of
the Kingdom of Greece
Reservation of the right to consider ratification of this Convention as
constituting an obligation under international law to enact national legislation on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy in accordance with
the provisions of this Convention.
ANNEX II
This Convention shall not be interpreted as depriving a Contracting
Party, on whose territory damage was caused by a nuclear incident occurring
on the territory of another Contracting Party, of any recourse which might
be available to it under international law.
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly empowered,
have signed this Convention.
Done in Paris, this twenty-ninth day of July Nineteen Hundred and
Sixty, in the English, French, German, Spanish, Italian and Dutch languages
in a single copy which shall remain deposited with the Secretary-General of
the Organization for European Economic Co-operation by whom certified
copies will be communicated to all Signatories.
EXPOSE DES MOTIFS
1. The production and use of atomic energy involves hazards unlike those
with which the world has long been familiar. Knowledge of possible accidents
and their consequences is limited by the remarkable safety record which has
hitherto governed atomic energy activities. Despite this excellent safety
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record, it is only reasonable to expect that as the new source of energy becomes more widely used accidents will happen more frequently. Most experts
incline to the view that the probability of a catastrophic nuclear incident is
extremely low, but however slight the probability, the possibility remains,
and enormous losses could fall both upon the public exposed to injury and
upon the undertakings operating or associated with the operation of a
nuclear installation.
2. A special regime for third party liability is indispensable. Firstly, the
potential risks, under existing legal rules, would expose operators of nuclear
installations to unlimited liability. It would clearly not be possible to obtain
unlimited financial protection. Secondly, it is vitally important that all those
who are associated with the operation of nuclear installations should be likewise protected. Those who supply services, materials or equipment, in connection with the planning, construction, modification, maintenance, repair
or operation of a nuclear installation, should not be exposed to unlimited
liability which could result if existing legal principles and practices were to
apply. The heavy financial burden which could result from unlimited liability
could thus seriously endanger the development of the nuclear industry.
3. The elaboration of a special rdgime for third party liability should as far
as possible provide a uniform system for all Western European countries.
The effects and repercussions of a nuclear incident will not stop at political
or geographical frontiers and it is highly desirable that persons on one side
of a frontier should be no less well protected than persons on the other side.
4. Furthermore, the possible magnitude of a nuclear incident requires international collaboration between national insurance pools. Only an effective
marshalling of the resources of the European insurance market by co-insurance and reinsurance will enable sufficient financial security to be made
available to meet possible compensation claims. The establishment of uniform
third party liability regulations throughout Europe is a vital factor if this
collaboration is to be achieved.
5. Such uniform regulations will, however, supplement the measures under
elaboration in the related and important fields of public health and safety
and the prevention of accidents. All these measures together will provide the
legal and social conditions necessary for the rapid and full development of
the nuclear industry.
Lastly, an internationally agreed system may facilitate the solution to
third party liability problems on a national basis.
6. The core of the third party liability problem is upon whom and in what
proportions and conditions should fall the risk of legal liability to persons
who may suffer damage caused by nuclear incidents, How much of this risk
should be borne by the operator of those associated with the operation of the
installation in a particular nuclear incident, how much by the individuals
who have suffered the damage, and finally to what extent should States make
available public funds for compensation. The solution to the problem involves
devising means of harmonizing the separate sets of interests.
On the one hand, the public exposed must be ensured of adequate protection in the face of unknown dangers, both for legal and for psychological
reasons, and, on the other hand, the growth of the nuclear industry should
not be hindered by a burden of liability which would be intolerable in the
case of an incident assuming catastrophic proportions and which could not
be covered by conventional insurance.
A balance of these interests involved is not easy to attain, especially in
view of the multiplicity and variety of legal rules and traditions which may
have to be modified or laid aside.
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SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION

7. The Convention provides an exceptional r6gime and its scope is limited
to risks of an exceptional character for which common law rules and practice are not suitable. Whenever risks, even those associated with nuclear
activities, can properly be dealt with through existing legal processes, they
are left outside the scope of the Convention.
The Convention does not apply to nuclear incidents occurring in the territory of non-Contracting States or to damage suffered in such territory,
unless the national legislation of a Contracting Party otherwise provides
[Articles 2 and 23(a)], and with one small exception which grants carriers
a right of recourse against operators even though operators are not liable
under the Convention (see paragraph 36). The term "territory" as used in
the Convention is understood to include territorial seas.
8. The special r6gime of the Convention applies only to nuclear incidents
occurring at or in connection with certain nuclear installations, or in the
course of transport of nuclear substances as defined., States remain free,
however, to apply the provisions of the Convention to damage caused by
nuclear incidents not covered by the Convention.
A nuclear incident is defined as any occurrence or succession of occurrences having the same origin which causes damage, provided that the occurrence or succession of occurrences, or any of the damage caused, are due to
radioactivity or a combination of radioactivity with toxic, explosive or other
hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste. Thus,
for example, an uncontrolled release of radiation extending over a certain
period of time is considered to be a nuclear incident if its origin lies in one
single phenomenon even though there has been an interruption in the emission of radioactivity. With this definition of "nuclear incident" it is clear
that where both the occurrence and the damage are due to radioactivity,
compensation may be claimed. Similarly, where the occurrence and the damage are conventional, there will be no claim. Compensation may, however,
be claimed under the Convention either where an occurrence due to radioactivity causes conventional damage or injury or where an occurrence of
conventional origin causes radiation damage or injury.
9. Nuclear installations are defined as reactors other than those comprised
in any means of transport (see paragraph 11), factories for the manufacture
or processing of nuclear substances, factories for the separation of isotopes
of nuclear fuel, factories for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel, and
facilities for the storage of nuclear substances. Where the storage of nuclear
substances is incidental to their carriage, the facilities for such storage are
excluded from the scope of the Convention. Nuclear fuel is defined as fissionable material, i.e., uranium, including natural uranium in all its forms, and
plutonium in all its forms. Nuclear substances are defined as nuclear fuel
other than natural uranium and depleted uranium and radioactive products
or waste. Depleted uranium means uranium which contains a smaller proportion of the isotope U 235 than is contained in natural uranium.
Some activities, as for example, mining, milling and the physical concentration of uranium ores, do not involve high levels of radioactivity and such
hazard as there is concerns persons immediately involved in those activities
rather than the public at large. Hence, these activities do not fall within the
scope of the exceptional r4gime of the Convention. Factories for the manufacture or processing of natural or depleted uranium, facilities for the storage of natural or depleted uranium, and the transport of natural or depleted
uranium, since the level of radioactivity is low and there are no criticality
risks, are also excluded.
Installations where small amounts of fissionable materials are to be
found, such as research laboratories, are likewise outside the Convention.
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Particle accelerators, too, are excluded. Finally, where materials, such as
uranium salts, are used incidentally in various industrial activities not related to the nuclear industry, such usage does not bring the plant concerned
within the scope of the Convention.
10. Similarly, risks which arise in respect of radioisotopes used for any
industrial, commercial, agricultural, medical or scientific purpose are excluded from the scope of the Convention, once the radioisotopes are applied
for these purposes. Such risks are not of an exceptional nature and, indeed,
have been covered by the insurance industry in the ordinary course of business for some years. Despite the rapidly increasing use of radioisotopes in
many fields, which will require continual and careful observance of health
protection precautions, there is little possibility of catastrophe. Hence no
special third party liability problems are posed and the matter is left to existing legal regimes.
If, however, an incident occurs involving radioisotopes which are in a
nuclear installation and causes damage arising out of or resulting from the
special properties of these materials as defined, the nuclear incident is covered by the Convention. Whilst there may be some borderline cases, this solution indicates in a general way the moment in time when radioisotopes fall
outside the Convention.
11. For different reasons, nuclear propulsion is excluded from the scope of
the Convention. Only reactors other than those comprised in any means of
transport are covered; i.e. reactors which are used, or incorporated for use,
in a means of transport for the purpose of propelling it, are excluded., The
feasibility of merchant ship propulsion has clearly been brought nearer by
the success of the atomic-powered submarines, and it is encouraging to note
that it is possible that the marine insurance market will be in a position to
offer a satisfactory cover to commercial owners of nuclear-propelled ships
when they are ready to take the water, but commercial exploitation is still
some way off.
The possibility of nuclear-propelled aircraft is frequently discussed but
commercial development is even further away. In view of the special problems which are posed in this field, it is not felt appropriate at present for
nuclear propulsion to be covered by the Convention.
12. The same position is true with regard to nuclear fusion, which may be
on the threshold of a development which will render it of great economic
importance in a few decades. But until the nature of the development is
clearer it does not seem possible or necessary to take nuclear fusion into
consideration.
13. So as to take account of future developments as well as new activities
which may involve risks of an exceptional kind, it is provided that the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, the governing body of O.E.E.C.'s European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA), may extend the scope of the Convention to other nuclear installations [Article 1(a) (ii)]. The Steering Committee may furthermore include new materials in the definition of nuclear
fuel [Article 1 (a) (iii)]. It may also decide that a nuclear installation or
nuclear fuel or nuclear substances at present included may, by reason of the
small risks involved, cease to be covered by the Convention [Article 1 (b)].
Decisions of the Steering Committee in all these matters are taken, in accordance with the Statute of ENEA, by mutual agreement of the members of the
Steering Committee representing Contracting Parties [Article 16].
NATURE OF LIABILITY

14. In Western Europe, with but few exceptions, there is a long-established
tradition of legislative action or judicial interpretation that a presumption
of liability for hazards created arises when a person engages in a dangerous
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activity. Because of the special dangers involved in the activities within the
scope of the Convention and the difficulty of establisihng negligence in view
of the new techniques of atomic energy, this presumption has been adopted
for nuclear liability. Absolute liability is therefore the rule; liability results
from the risk irrespective of fault [Articles 3 and 4].. This does not, however,
mean that merely to engage in a nuclear activity or to transport nuclear
substances is to be considered in itself as a presumption of fault; but where
an incident occurs, the liability of the operator of the nuclear installation
concerned is absolute.
PERSON LIABLF-INSTALLATIONS

15. All liability is channelled onto one person, namely the operator of the
nuclear installation where the nuclear incident occurs. Under the Convention,
the operator-and only the operator-is liable for nuclear incidents at installations and no other person is liable. The Convention deals, of course, only
with civil liability. The operator of a nuclear installation is defined as the
person designated or recognized as the operator of that nuclear installation
by the competent public authority [Article 1(a) (vi)]. Where there is a system of licensing or authorization, the operator will be the licensee or person
duly authorized. In all other cases he will be the person required by the competent public authority, in accordance with the provisions of the Convention,
to have the necessary financial protection to meet third party liability risks.
Thus, during test operation when a reactor, for the initial trial period, is
normally operated by the supplier before being handed over to the person
for whom the reactor was supplied, the person liable will be appropriately
designated by the competent public authority. Where an action is brought,
the court concerned. will be bound to consider the operator as the person considered as the operator by the competent public authority of the, country
where the operator's installation is situated.
Two primary factors have motivated in favor of this channelling of all
liability onto the operator which involves a limitation of the rights of an
injured person under the law of torts to sue the person causing the damage.
Firstly, it is desirable to avoid difficult and lengthy questions of complicated
legal cross-actions to establish in individual cases who is legally liable. Secondly, special insurance would otherwise be needed to cover the liability of
all those who might be associated with the operation of a nuclear installation
as well as the liability of the operator, which would be very expensive and
which it is not certain would be available.
16. No other person is liable for compensation for damage caused by a
nuclear incident at or in connection with a nuclear installation [Article
6(b)]. This rule is not intended to affect the rules of public international
law with regard to any possible responsibility of States towards each other
in the event of tortious acts. Where the operator is exonerated in pursuance
of Article 9, common law applies and those responsible may therefore be
sued as ordinary tortfeasors.
17. It is essential to the notion of channelling liability onto the operator
that no actions may lie against any other person and in particular, for example, any person who has supplied any services, materials or equipment in
connection with the planning, construction, modification, maintenance, repair
or operation of a nuclear installation.
In the ordinary course of law, on the contrary, should an incident arise
due to a defect in design or in material supplied, a person suffering damage
may well have a right of action against the supplier, for example, on the
basis of the so-called products liability.
18. Furthermore, the operator might well have a recourse for indemnity
in respect of any compensation which he has to pay for damage to third
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parties. A corollary to the notion of channelling is therefore that possible
recourse actions by the operator (or the insurer or other financial guarantor
to whom the operator's right of recourse may have been transferred) against
suppliers in respect of any sums which the operator has paid as compensation are barred.
19. There are, however, three exceptions to this rule. Firstly, where the
damage caused by a nuclear incident results from an act or omission done
with the intention of causing damage, the operator's normal right of recourse
against the individual who so acts or omits to act is specifically retained
[Article 6(f) (i)]. The right of recourse is limited to a right against the
individual physical person who acts or omits to act with intent to cause
damage. There is no right of recourse against the employer of such a person
and the principle of 'respondent superior' is thus excluded. Imputation to
the employer of acts or omissions of individuals done with intent to cause
damage has been barred, for it would be contrary to the purpose of the Convention. Under the Convention, operators of nuclear installations can never
be held to any civil liability beyond the maximum laid down pursuant to
Article 7 even if the damage was caused by them with intent to cause damage.
For this maximum liability, insurance or other financial security will be
available. If undertakings supplying operators were to be held liable for acts
or omissions of their employees by way of actions in recourse for an unlimited amount, it would be impossible for them to obtain the necessary insurance or other financial security. This would involve serious consequences for
suppliers and impede the development of the nuclear industry.
Secondly, rights of recourse may be exercised where and to the extent
that they are expressly provided for in contractural arrangements [Article
6 (f) (ii) ]. These rights of recourse may, of course, be exercised by the insurer or other financial guarantor by way of subrogation.
Thirdly, where a Contracting Party, pursuant to Article 7(e), subjects
the transit of nuclear substances through its territory to the condition that
the maximum amount of liability of the foreign operator concerned is increased up to the limit fixed for operators of nuclear installations in its
territory and a transit is carried out without his consent, the operator concerned has a right of recourse against the carrier in question to the extent
that he is liable in excess of the amount fixed for him pursuant to Article
7(b), except where the transit is for the purpose of saving or attempting to
save life or property or is caused by circumstances beyond the control of
the carrier [Article 6(f) (iii)]. This provision is an additional discouragement to unauthorized transits.
The provisions of Article 6(f) relating to the operator's right of recourse
do not include .his rights to recover from joint tortfeasors in the case where
more than one operator is liable.
20. Where the damage gives rise to the liability of more than one operator,
the liability of the different operators involved is joint and several and any
of them may therefore be sued for the whole amount of the damage. The
total amount of compensation available is therefore the aggregate of the
sums of each of the operators concerned. This rule, however, does not apply
to a nuclear incident involving nuclear. substances in the course of carriage;
here the total amount of compensation is the highest amount established
with respect to any of them. In any event, whether the nuclear incident
occurs at or in connection with an installation or in the course of transport,
no operator is liable to pay more than the maximum amount established for
him in respect of a nuclear incident in accordance with Article 7 [Article
5(b) ]. The ordinary operation of common law as regards contributions between persons jointly and severally liable will regulate the recovery of sums
paid as compensation to third parties as between the different operators
involved.
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21. In the event of a nuclear incident involving materials which have been
stolen, lost or abandoned, liability is imposed on the operator from whose
nuclear installations the materials came immediately before such an event
[Article 3].
PERSON LIABLE-TRANSPORT
22. When nuclear incidents occur in the course of transport of nuclear substances, the choice of the person liable must fall either upon the carrier or
upon the operator of the nuclear installation in connection with which the
materials are carried. The choice will not affect any contractual arrangements which may be made by the person liable and, in turn, such arrangements will not, of course, have any effect upon third persons.
It would seem normal, in the case of transport, for the carrier to be the
person liable and this is the present situation at common law. However, in the
case of radioactive materials, very special considerations are involved. The
carrier will generally not be in a position to verify the precautions in packing
and containment taken by the person sending the materials. Moreover, if the
carrier is to be liable he will have to obtain the necessary insurance coverage
in respect of potentially high liability, and this would result in increased
transport charges for the operator. Transport insurance ordinarily covers
only the value of the goods transported, i.e., their loss or destruction, and
does not extend to damage which such goods may cause to third persons.
23. If liability is to be imposed on the operator, the operator in question
must be defined: is it to be the operator who sends nuclear substances or
who receives them? In principle, liability is imposed on the operator sending
the materials since he will be responsible for the packing and containment
and for ensuring that these comply with the health and safety regulations
laid down for transport [Article 4 (a)].
24. The liability of the sending operator ends when the materials have been
taken in charge by another operator of a nuclear installation situated in the
territory of a Contracting Party [Article 4(a) (i)]. Thus, from the point of
view of the person suffering damage, the burden of proof will be on the sending operator to show that some other operator has taken charge of the
nuclear substances. The precise moment of the taking in charge will normally
be determined by the competent tribunal in the event of actions (but see
also paragraph 31).
25. If however, the materials are consigned to a destination in a non-Contracting State, different rules apply, for the Convention clearly cannot impose
liability upon persons not subject to the jurisdiction of the Contracting
Parties. The liability of the sending operator comes to an end when the
materials have been unloaded from the means of carriage by which they have
arrived in the territory of the non-Contracting State [Article 4(a) (ii) ].
26. In the converse situation, where materials are being carried from a nonContracting State to a Contracting Party, i.e., where there is no sender in
the territory of the Contracting Parties, another rule applies. It is vital for
victims that there should always be somebody liable within the territory of
the Contracting Parties: liability in this case is imposed upon the operator
for whom the materials are destined and with whose approval they have been
sent [Article 4 (c) ].
27. Here again, it is necessary to define exactly the point when the liability of the operator in the territory of a Contracting Party for whom the
materials are destined, and with whose approval they have been sent, begins.
This operator's liability will begin when the materials have been loaded on
the means of transport by which they are to be carried from the territory
of the non-Contracting State from which they are sent. In this case also the
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general principle of Article 2 applies and the operator will not be liable for
nuclear incidents occurring in or damage suffered in the territory of nonContracting States.
28. As has already been pointed out (see paragraph 7), the operator will
not be liable under the Convention, unless national legislation otherwise provides, for nuclear incidents occurring in or damage suffered in the territory
of a non-Contracting State, though there may be recourse against him by
carriers ( see paragraph 36).
29. There is one exception to the basic principle that only the operator is
liable under the Convention. A Contracting Party may, by legislation, on
condition that the requirements of Article 10(a) with regard to financial
security are fulfilled, provide that a carrier be liable under the Convention
in substitution for an operator of a nuclear installation in its territory. Such
substitution will be in accordance with the terms laid down in the legislation
and by decision of the competent public authority. Moreover, the substitution
must be requested by the carrier and have the consent of the operator of the
nuclear installation situated in the territory of the Contracting Party in
question. Once the decision has been taken, the carrier will be liable in accordance with the Convention in place of that operator. For all the purposes
of the Convention, the carrier is then considered, in respect of nuclear incidents occurring in the course of carriage of nuclear substances, as an operator of a nuclear installation in the territory of the Contracting Party whose
legislation has provided for the substitution [Article 4(e)].
Where, in respect of the carriage of nuclear substances coming from or
destined for different operators, the carrier has assumed, by substitution,
the liability of each of the operators concerned, such carrier is considered as
if he were each of the different operators concerned and the rules relating to
liability of more than one operator will apply in the same way as if there had
been no substitution.
30. In order to facilitate the transport of radioactive materials, especially
in the event of transit through a number of countries, it is provided that in
respect of each carriage the operator liable in accordance with the Convention must provide the carrier with a certificate issued by or on behalf of the
insurer or other person providing the financial security required pursuant
to Article 10. This certificate must contain the name and address of the operator liable and the details of the financial security., This information may
not be subsequently contested 'by the person by whom or on whose behalf the
certificate was issued. The certificate must also include an indication of the
nuclear substances involved and the carriage in respect of which the security
applies, as well as a statement by the competent public authority that the person named is an operator within the meaning of the Convention [Article
4(d) ].
31. For transport of nuclear substances to or from installations situated in
its territory, a Contracting Party may require the operators of the installations for whom the stubstances are carried from abroad to take the substances in charge the moment the substances reach its territory. Similarly, in
the case of nuclear substances sent by operators of nuclear installations in
its territory to a foreign destination, a Contracting Party may require that
the nuclear substances shall remain in the charge of such operators until
they have left its territory.
32. The possession of a certificate by a carrier does not imply any right
to enter the territory of a Contracting Party. Moreover, a Contracting
Party may subject the transit of nuclear substances through its territory
to the condition that the maximum amount of liability of the foreign operator concerned is increased if it considers, taking account of the special
dangers of the nuclear substances in the particular transit in question, that
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such amount does not adequately cover the risks. But the maximum amount
thus increased cannot exceed the maximum amount of liability of operators
of nuclear installations situated in its territory [Article 7(e)].
It was recognized, however, that a right of entry in case of urgent
distress into the ports of States and a right of innocent passage through
territorial seas is granted under international law and that by agreement
or under international law there may be a right to fly over or land on the
territory of States; hence the provisions of Article 7(e) do not apply to a
transit by sea or by air in these cases [Article 7(f)].
33. Where, and this may well be a normal case, the carriage involves
materials sent by a number of different operators, the maximum total
amount for which such operators are jointly and severally liable is the
highest amount established with respect to any of them pursuant to Article
7. As has already been stated (see paragraph 20), there is no accumulation
of amounts for a nuclear incident in the course of transport.
34. It has been thought advisable not to interfere with existing international agreements in the field of transport in force or open for signature,
ratification or accession at the date of the Convention, especially since
countries outside Europe are parties to them. International agreements in
the field of transport are understood to mean international agreements
dealing with third party liability for damage involving a means of transport,
international agreements dealing with collisions involving a means of transport and international agreements dealing with bills of lading. To avoid
the possibility of conflicting provisions, it is laid down that the Convention
does not affect the application of such agreements [Article 6 (b)].
35. Hence, a person suffering damage caused by a nuclear incident occurring in the course of transport may have two rights of action: one against
the operator liable under the Convention and another against the carrier
liable under existing international agreements in the field of transport.
36. Where the operator liable is at the same time the carrier, for example,
where he transports nuclear substances on his own means of transport,
these two possible actions may be brought against one person. In this case,
however, the operator cannot take advantage of the provisions of international agreements in the field of transport to reduce or alter the liability
under the Convention.
A person so liable under any international agreement or under any
legislation of a non-Contracting State has a right of recourse against the
operator liable under the Convention within the limitation of the amount
of liability established pursuant to Article 7 [Article 6(c)]. If a nuclear
incident occurs in the territory of a non-Contracting State or damage is
suffered in such territory, a right of recourse is also available to a person
who has his principal place of business in the territory of a Contracting
Party or who is the servant of such a person [Article 6(d)]. This rule,
which provides a recourse against the operator in circumstances where he is
not liable under the Convention to persons suffering damage, i.e., in nonContracting States, is the only derogation from the general principle of
Article 2 but, of course, is only available within the limit laid down for the
operator in question pursuant to Article 7 of the Convention. Any person
who has a right of recourse against the operator can only exercise this right
of recourse to the extent that the operator does not have a right of recourse
against him [Article 6(g)].
37. A special provision enables the O.E.E.C. Council to decide that carriers
whose principal place of business is in the territory of a non-Contracting
State may also enjoy rights of recourse against the operator to the same
extent as persons having their principal place of business in the territory
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of a Contracting Party. In making its decision, the Council has to give due
consideration to the general provisions on third party liability in the field
of nuclear energy in such non-Contracting State and the extent to which
these provisions are available to the benefit of nationals of, and persons
whose principal place of business is in, the territory of the Contracting
Parties [Article 6(e)].
All these rules relating to transport apply to all the different means of
transport.
ACTIONS
38. Although actions for completion under the Convention, whether arising
out of nuclear incidents occurring at or in connection with nuclear installations or in the course of transport, can in principle only be brought against
the operator, the right to bring actions against the insurer or other person
providing the financial security, either as an alternative to the operator or in
addition to him, is maintained where the national law of the court having
jurisdiction grants a right of direct action in such a case [Article 6(a)].
DAMAGE GIVING RIGHT TO COMPENSATION
39. The Convention contains no detailed provisions determining the kind of
damage or injury which will be compensated, but it is provided merely that
damage must be to persons or property and related casually to a nuclear
incident. What should be considered as damage to persons or property and
the extent to which compensation will be recoverable, for example, for purely
moral damages or by dependents and others who suffer a loss of right to support, in view of the very wide divergence of legal principles and jurisprudence in the law of torts in European countries, is left to be decided by the
competent court in accordance with the national law applicable [Article 3].
40. There are, however, two limitations in respect of property. Firstiy,
there is no right of compensation under the Convention for damage to on-site
property which is held by the operator or in his custody or under his control
in connection with his installation. Normally, damage to property in regard
to which a person has a contractual relationship is not covered by third party
insurance. It seems likely that insurers may make an exception to their
normal practice and provide insurance where the property is held at the site
of a nuclear installation but has no connection with its operation.
Secondly, there is in principle no right of compensation for damage to
the means of transport upon which the nuclear substances involved were at
the time of a nuclear incident occurring in the course of carriage and outside
a nuclear installation. Means of transport do not include fixed buildings or
installations such as bridges, tunnels, electric cables or railway lines.
A Contracting Party may, however, by legislation provide for the inclusion of damage to the means of transport on condition that such inclusion
does not reduce the liability of the operator in respect of other damage to
less than 5,000,000 European Monetary Agreement units of account [Article
7 (c)]. Where such inclusion is provided for, 5,000,000 u/a are thus in principle earmarked for other damage, but if such other damage is less than this
amount, the part of the amount not used is available, if necessary, for compensation for damage to the means of transport. On the other hand, if other
damage is more than 5,000,000 u/a there will be proportional distribution of
the total amount available to cover all the damage including damage to the
means of transport.. This might involve paying compensation of more than
5,000,000 u/a for other damage but cannot result in reducing the amount of
compensation for such other damage below 5,000,000 u/a.
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Where property belongs to the operator himself, no action for compensation would lie in any event since a person cannot sue himself.
41. Where a right to compensation for damage exists by virtue of contractual arrangements, such right remains unaffected by the Convention.
INDUSTRIAL

ACCIDENTS AND OCCUPATIONAL

DISEASES

42. Any person who suffers damage caused by a nuclear incident, whether
he is a third party inside or outside the installation or an employee of the
operator of the installation in question, is covered by Article 3. In most countries, employees who suffer damage may also be entitled in respect of such
damage to compensation under national health insurance, social security,
workmen's compensation or occupational disease compensation systems. In
principle it is felt that benefits under such systems should be retained for
employees whether of the installation in question or employed in other establishments, but it is left to the law establishing such systems to decide this as
well as whether employees should also be entitled to compensation under the
Convention. This law will also decide whether the bodies responsible for such
systems can turn to the operator to recover for payments made, it being
understood that in any event the operator cannot be obliged to pay more than
the maximum liability laid down [Article 6(h)].
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IN AMOUNT

43. In the absence of a limitation of liability, the risks could in the worst
possible circumstances involve financial liabilities greater than any hitherto
encountered. Even with a limitation, it will not always be easy for operators
to find the necessary financial security to meet the risks.
The maximum liability in respect of any single nuclear incident, whether
occurring at or in connection with a nuclear installation or in the course of
carriage of nuclear substances, has been fixed at 15,000,000 u/a. A Contracting Party may, however, taking into account the possibilities for the operator
of obtaining the insurance or other financial security required pursuant to
Article 10, establish by special legislation a greater or lesser amount than
15,000,000 u/a but in no event less than 5,000,000 u/a. Since the units of
account of the European Monetary Agreement of 5th August, 1955, may be
altered by the Parties to that Agreement, it is provided that the units of account referred to should be as valued at the date of the Convention [Article
7(a) and (b)].
44. If no special rule were envisaged with respect to maximum liability for
varying amounts depending on the countries crossed in the course of the
voyage. To avoid this it is provided that the maximum liability will, in the
same way as for nuclear incidents occurring at or in connection with nuclear
installations, be determined by the national legislation of the operator liable
[Article 7 (b) ].
45. The possibility of removing the limit in the case of fault on the part of
the operator or his employees was considered, but it was feared that in the
absence of experience in operating nuclear installations, the notion of fault
or gross negligence would be very difficult to define and would tend to be
given a wide interpretation. Moreover, unlimited liability could easily lead
to the ruin of the operator without affording any substantial contribution to
compensation for the damage caused.
46. The amount fixed for the maximum liability in accordance with Article
7 does not include interest and costs awarded by a court in actions for compensation. Such interest and costs are payable by the operator in addition
to any sum for which he is liable under Article 7 [Article 7(g)].
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LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IN TIME

47. Bodily injury caused by radioactive contamination may not become
manifest for some time after the exposure to radiation has actually occurred.
the legal period during which an action may be brought is therefore a matter
of great importance. Operators and their financial guarantors will naturally
be concerned if they have to maintain, over long periods of time, reserves
against outstanding or expired policies for possibly large but unascertainable amounts of liability. On the other hand, it is unreasonable for victims
whose damage manifests itself late to find no provision has been made for
compensation to them.
A further complication is the difficulty of proof involved in establishing
or denying that delayed damage was, in fact, caused by the nuclear incident.
A compromise has necessarily been arrived at between the interests of those
suffering damage and the interests of operators.
A period of ten years running from the date of the nuclear incident is
provided, after which a right to compensation is extinguished if no action
has been brought before a competent court [Article 8 (a) ]. The rules governing the choice of the competent court are laid down in Article 13 (see paragraphs 54-56) and where more than one court might be competent, the competent court is left to be determined by the O.E.E.C. Security Control Tribunal [Article 13(d) (i) (2) and (ii) ]. In these cases a victim cannot bring
his action until the Tribunal has made its determination. In order to deal
with this situation, it is provided that the right to compensation shall not be
extinguished if, within the time provided for, prior to the determination by
the Tribunal, an action has been brought before any of the courts from
which the Tribunal can choose or a request has been made to a Contracting
Party to institute a determination pursuant to Article 13(d) (i) (2) or (ii)
by the Tribunal and an action is brought subsequent to such determination
within the time, if any, fixed by the Tribunal [Article 8(b) ].
Where nuclear fuel or nuclear substances 'have been stolen, lost or abandoned-e.g. in the case of the jettisoning of a cargo after a nuclear incident
in the course of transport-it is provided that the period for bringing actions is ten years from the date of the theft, loss or abandonment Article
[8 (a) ].
States may, however, establish a shorter period of not less than two years
running from the time when the damage and the operator liable have become
known to the victim or ought reasonably to have become known, provided that
the ten-year period is not exceeded [Article 8 (a)]. This shorter period may
constitute a conventional period of prescription which may be suspended or
interrupted even, where this is recognized, by a mere extra-judiciary demand, provided always that such suspension or interruption does not have
the effect of prolonging the period beyond ten years from the date of the
nuclear incident. On the other hand, the shorter period may be an absolute
period after which no right to compensation exists.
Nonetheless, proceedings may be brought after the ten-year period in
two exceptional cases: a State may provide that rights to compensation may
continue to exist after the expiry of the ten-year period if it undertakes to
cover the liability of the operator over and above the ten-year period [Article
8(c)]; secondly, a person who suffers an aggravation of the damage for
which he has already brought an action for compensation within the time
limit laid down, may amend his claim after the expiry of the time limit provided that no final judgment has yet been entered by the competent court
[Article 8 (d) ].

INTERNATIONAL
EXONERATIONS

48. The absolute liability of the operator is not subject to the classic exonerations for tortious acts, force majeure. Acts of God or intervening acts of
third persons, whether or not such acts were reasonably foreseeable and
avoidable. In so far as any precautions can be taken, those in charge of a
nuclear installation are in a position to take them, whereas potential victims
have no way of protecting themselves.
The only exonerations lie in the case of damage caused by a nuclear incident directly due to certain disturbances of an international character such
as acts of armed conflict and invasion, of a political nature such as civil war
and insurrection, or grave natural disasters of an exceptional character,
which are catastrophic and completely unforeseeable, on the grounds that all
such matters are the responsibility of the nation as a whole. No other exonerations are permitted. It is provided, however, that a State may by national
law, even further restrict the exonerations [Article 9].
Where the incident or damage is caused wholly or partly by the person
suffering damage, it will be for the competent court, in accordance with
national law, to decide the effect of such negligence upon the claim for compensation.
As has been pointed out (see paragraph 16), where the operator is exonerated, common law applies and those responsible may therefore be sued as
ordinary tortfeasors.
SECURITY FOR LIABILITY

49. To meet liability towards victims, it is provided that the operator shall
be required to have and maintain financial security up to the maximum
amount established pursuant to Article 7 of the Convention [Article 10(a)'].
Financial security may be in the form of conventional financial guarantees
or ordinary liquid assets, though more probably, insurance coverage., A combination of insurance, other financial security and State guarantee may be
accepted. An operator may change the insurance or other financial security,
provided that the maximum amount is maintained.
Although the operator will thus be required to have financial security
available for each nuclear incident, in practice insurance coverage will, it
seems, only be available per installation for a fixed period of time rather
than in respect of a single incident. There is nothing in the Convention
which prevents this, provided that the maximum amount available is not
reduced or exhausted as a result of a first incident without appropriate
measures being taken to ensure that financial security up to the maximum
amount is available for subsequent incidents.
It is for the competent public authority to determine the type and terms
of the insurance or other financial security which the operator will be required to hold. The type and terms envisaged do not imply the establishment
of a supervisory authority in the field of insurance in those countries where
control by such an authority over insurance activities does not at present
exist, but only the control necesary to ensure compliance with the Convention.
Thus the competent public authority must ensure that insurance policies
are satisfactory in that they do not contain clauses which might render them
ineffective, for example, that the insurer or other financial guarantor cannot
put up any defences such as non-payment of premiums against persons seeking compensation.
Whatever conditions are laid down by the competent public authority,
something untoward could happen, such as where the financial guarantor is
bankrupt, or where insurance is per installation for a fixed period and after
a first incident it is impossible to reinstate the financial security up to the
maximum liability of the operator. It was recognized that these circum-
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stances could not set aside the obligation of the operator under Article 10 or
that of the State which is required to ensure that the operator always holds
financial security up to his maximum liability. The Contracting Parties may
therefore be led to intervene in such a situation to avoid their international
responsibilities being involved.
The competent public authority has also to decide whether, where the
operator operates a number of reactors or other nuclear installations within
the meaning of the Convention at the same site, it is necessary for him to
have and maintain insurance or other financial security for each of the nuclear installations or for the site as a whole.,
The guiding principle is that financial security must be available in the
amount provided for pursuant to Article 7 for each nuclear incident, whatever system is adopted by the competent public authority in regard to licensing and insurance of nuclear installations.
. Operators of all the nuclear installations covered by the Convention are
required to hold the financial protection whether the installations are small
research reactors or flully-fiedged nuclear power stations. This may seem to
weigh heavily, for example, on a university or research institute. But the
premiums for different types of nuclear installations, by taking account of
factors such as power, use and location, will mean costs to the operator
which vary considerably according to the type of installation. This being
so, the fixing of a uniform amount for the operator's liability should not, in
principle, involve a heavier burden for educational or research institutions
than if the security required for them were to be reduced.
The relations between the operator and the insurer or other financial
guarantor, for example, with regard to rights of recourse against the operator by these persons, are left to be settled by each State.
50. To ensure as far as possible that there will never be a period in
which less than the full amount fixed is available, it has been necesary to
provide that the financial security can only be suspended or cancelled, i.e.,
brought to an end before the expiry of the period provided for in the policy,
after a period of at least two months' notice has been given to the competent
public authority. The competent public authority may, of course, fix a longer
period of notice. Where the financial security is provided in respect of the
operator's liability for nuclear incidents occurring in the course of transport,
the competent public authority must be satisfied that the financial security is
provided for the duration of the liability of the operator in respect of any
carriage, and, in particular, that it cannot be suspended or cancelled before
a transport has been completed [Article 10(b)].
51. All sums provided as financial security can only be drawn upon to pay
compensation for damage caused by a nuclear incident; they need not be
segregated but cannot be used to meet any other claims [Article 10(c)].
NATURE, FORM AND EXTENT OF COMPENSATION

52. Claims for compensation following a nuclear incident may differ
greatly in nature, amounts and time, and measures may be necessary to ensure an equitable distribution of the amount of compensation available if this
amount is or may be exceeded. It will be for the competent court, in accordance with national law, to decide the nature, form and extent of the compensation, within the limits of the Convention, as well as equitable distribution
[Article 11]. Thus, the granting of annuities and their amounts and, as has
already been noted, the effect on his claim to compensation of contributory
negligence on the part of a person suffering damage, will be decided by national law.
It is for each State to decide whether measures for equitable distribution
should be taken in advance or at the time when actions are brought. Meas-
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ures may involve providing a limit per person suffering damage or limits for
damage to persons and damage to property.
TRANSFER OF COMPENSATION

53. If the system envisaged under the Convention-in particular the recognition of a single competent forum to deal with all actions arising out of the
same nuclear incident and the enforceability of its judgments in all Contracting Parties-is to be effective, it is necessary to ensure that there are no
impediments, for example, by way of exchange control or other finanical
regulations. Under the O.E.E.C. Code of Liberalization, insurance premiums
in respect of nuclear risk are only transferable if the risks cannot be covered
in the country where they exist. Reinsurance premiums as well as compensation, cost and interest, are freely transferable. Financial guarantees other
than insurance which may be provided to comply with Article 10 of the Convention are not covered.
In order, therefore, to ensure a comprehensive liberalization and in addition to facilitate the accession to the Convention of countries which are not
parties to the O.E.E.C. Code of Liberalization, it is laid down that insurance
and reinsurance premiums, sums which have to be paid out as insurance or
reinsurance, or other financial security, as well as sums due as compensation
and interest and costs, shall be freely transferable between monetary areas
of the Contracting Parties [Article 12]. This freedom to transfer in regard
to insurance is not intended, however, to affect national regulations governing insurance activities such as, for example, the establishment of technical
reserves.
JURISDICTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS

54. There are many factors motivating in favor of a single competent forum
to deal with all actions against the operator-including direct actions against
insurers or other guarantors and actions to establish rights to claim compensation-arising out of the same nuclear incident. Most important is the
need for a single legal mechanism to ensure that the limitation on liability
is not exceeded. Moreover, if suits arising out of the same incident were to
be tried and judgments rendered in the courts of several different countries,
the problem of assuring equitable distribution of compensation might be
insoluble.
The choice of the forum falls most obviously upon the court competent
in accordance with the national legislation of the Contracting Party in whose
territory the installation giving rise to the nuclear incident is situated
[Article 13(a) ].
55. Nuclear incidents occurring in the course of transport entail special
arrangements. The competent jurisdiction is that of the place where the
nuclear substances were at the time of the incident [Article 13(b)]. If the
place of the incident cannot be determined, for example, in the case of an
incident due to continuous radioactive contamination in the course of transport, in order to secure a single jurisdiction for the same incident the competent court is that of the place where the installation of the operator liable
is situated [Article 13(c)]. Where the nuclear incident occurs outside the
territories of the Contracting Parties in the course of carriage, the same
rule applies [Article 13(c) ]. Whilst there might be some practical disadvantages for the victims in recourse to the jurisdiction of the operator as a
result of the distance involved, it has not been possible to find another
solution which would enable the victims to refer to their national courts
and which would at the same time secure unity of jurisdiction.
56. If the provisions relating to jurisdiction result in the courts of more
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than one Contracting Party being competent, special rules have been included to secure unity of jurisdiction.
It is provided that for nuclear transport incidents, jurisdiction will lie
with the court competent at the place where the means of transport used is
registered, provided that this is in the territory of a Contracting Party
[Article 13(d) (i) (1)].
If there is no such registration or the place of registration is not clear
or the means of transport is registered outside the territories of the Contracting Parties, jurisdiction will lie with one of the courts which would
have been competent, determined, at the request of a Contracting Party
concerned, by the International Tribunal established under the O.E.E.C.
Security Control Convention of 20th December, 1957, as being the most
closely related to the case in question [Article 13 (d) (i) (2) ].
In any other case involving operators from different Contracting Parties,
the competent court is determined by the above-mentioned Tribunal in the
same way [Article 13(d) (ii) ].
57. The competent court in all cases is intended to deal with all actions
which might be brought against an operator, either directly by persons
suffering damage [under Article 3] or in recourse by other persons who
might be liable under international agreements in the field of transport or
under the legislation of a non-Contracting State [Article 6 (c) and (d)].
The forum for actions in recourse by an operator under Article 6(f)) or
for actions for contribution by an operator against other operators in the
case of joint and several liability is not fixed in the Convention and will be
decided by national law.
58. The concept of a single forum carries with it the need to ensure that
final judgments rendered in that forum can be enforceable in the other
countries without re-examination of the merits., Hence such final judgments
will be enforceable in any of the other Contracting Parties as soon as the
formalities required have been complied with [Article 13(e)].
Final judgments enforceable under Article 13(e) do not include judgments rendered against persons other than the operator liable under Article
6(b), judgments rendered in actions in recourse by the operator under
Article 6(f), actions in recourse against the operator under Article 6(b)
and' (c), or actions for contribution between persons jointly and severally
liable.
59. Where a Contracting Party is the operator of a nuclear installation
under the Convention, it is provided that such Party may not invoke any
jurisdictional immunities which it might have where it is sued for compensation under the Convention [Article 13(f)].
LAW APPLICABLE

60. The competent court must apply the provisions of the Convention without any discrimination based upon nationality, domicile or residence [Article
14(a)] and for all matters, both substantive and procedural, not governed
by these provisions, the national law or legislation, including rules of private
international law, which are not affected by the Convention except for the
two cases mentioned below. Such national law or legislation must also be
applied without any discrimination based upon nationality, domicile or residence [Article 14(c) ].
There are two exceptions to the rules that the law to be applied by the
competent court is the lex fori. Where the installation of the operator liable
is not situated in the territory of the Contracting Party in accordance with
whose legislation the court is competent, the court will determine the maximum liability of such operator not on the basis of the lex fori but on the
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basis of the law of the Contracting Party in whose territory the installation
is situated; it will also determine whether or not his liability includes damage to the means of transport on this same basis.
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION

61. The establishment of a limited liability necessarily involves a possible
reduction in compensation for damage suffered, and in the event of a catastrophe it may well be that the limited amount of compensation available is
inadequate to meet all the claims. For social and psychological reasons it
seems difficult to accept this consequence without recognizing that the intervention of the State may be necessary.
62. Furthermore, it is recognized that in addition to any intervention
which may be necessary to ensure that the requirements of Article 10 with
regard to financial security are fulfilled (see paragraph 49), a Contracting
Party may take such measures as it deems necessary to provide for an
increase in the amount of compensation specified in the Convention [Article
15(a)] whether within the third party liability of the operator or outside
such liability. Where a Contracting Party takes measures to provide for compensation above 5,000,000 u/a in so far as it is to be paid out of public
funds, such measures, whether within the third party liability of the operator or outside such liability, may be -applied under special conditions which
derogate from the provisions of the Convention and in particular need not
be applied without discrimination to all victims [Article 15(b)]. Hence, the
Convention does not regulate the methods and means of application of State
intervention and the availability of 'additional compensation above 5,000,000
u/a out of public funds for foreign victims is left to be dealt with outside
the Convention.
The relations between the State and operators in so far as actions by the
State against its operators are concerned, are left to be settled by each State.
FINAL CLAUSES

63. The final clauses of the Convention deal with disputes [Article 17],
reservations [Article 18], ratification [Article 19], amendments [Article
20], accession [Article 21], duration, revision and withdrawal [Article 22],
notification of the application of the Convention to territories for whose
international relations the Contracting Party is responsible [Article 23].,
and notice to the Signatories of receipt of the various instruments deposited
pursuant to the final clauses [Article 24]. In the case of disputes as to the
interpretation of the Convention, it is provided that these shall be examined
by the Steering Committee of ENEA and in the absence of friendly settlement shall, upon the request of a Contracting Party concerned, be submitted
to the International Tribunal set up by the O.E.E.C. Security Control Conyention of 20th December, 1957. The Tribunal will act in accordance with the
rules governing its organization and functioning, which are set out in the
Protocol annexed to the Security Control Convention.

